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Abstract: Cyber security refers to a set of well-defined 

techniques used to protect the integrity of networks. It is used to 
protect vital data of customers and to restrict unauthorised access. 
In the era of E-Commerce, the demand for websites, web 
application increasing exponentially day by day. Web security is 
currently a significant issue for Internet enabled organization. 
Using websites, managing information through digital way. 
HTTP is a Hyper Text Transfer Protocol. It is used to transfer 
information over the internet. HTTP is most popular protocol 
widely used in web applications and allowed by internet firewalls, 
operating systems. HTTP is an unsecured information exchange 
protocol. Integrity is not there, so someone can easily alter with 
the content. In the internet data transferring over HTTP 
connection in plain text, this opening new loop hole to attackers to 
read every data sent over HTTP connection to web or webserver. 
Http is insecure as there is no encryption methods for it. So, it 
subjected towards the web attacks such as Man in the middle, 
cross site scripting, SQL Injection, click jacking, Broken 
authentication and session management attacks can occur. HTTP 
interaction with TCP is bad, causes the problems with 
performances and server scalability. In our proposed system, 
document which is used by more than one user and if there is in 
updation of the content user who is modifying the content of thier 
shared document must take their concern from other users. The 
process which is being used to authenticate the modifications of 
content of shared document is done with the help of shared key  
unless or until all users send the shared keys of each user the 
document will not be decrypted and hence further the changes in 
the document will not be possible. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is a networking 
protocol for clients, collaborative-services, hypermedia data 
systems. HTTP has started and used by people since 1990. To 
provide security over HTTP for communication is big 
challenge to in network security protocols Because HTTP has 
high usage in the internet. The development of HTTP traffic 
likewise pushes foundation suppliers to extend their HTTP 
impression, making a positive criticism circle and quickening 
HTTP traffic development.  
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Taking this pattern to its obvious end result, it has been 
contended that HTTP has become the "thin midsection" of the 
Internet, as most by far of traffic runs over HTTP rather than 
straightforwardly over IP. Usage of HTTP is becoming more 
and more every day because present generation people are 
living in internet only. So to security have to improve more 
and more to secure the users. HTTP an intuitive instrument 
called HTTP Explorer was created. The device permits to 
explore different avenues regarding HTTP utilizing any 
web-server associated with the web. It makes the information 
flow between a customer and a server totally obvious. 
Contrasted with a HTTP-Simulator utilizing a usage which is 
completely consistent with HTTP. The Hypertext Transfer 
Protocol is an application-level protocol with the lightness 
and speed necessary for distributed, collaborative, 
hypermedia information system. HTTP headers are the code 
that moves information between a webserver and a program. 
It is a conventional, stateless, object-situated convention 
which can be utilized for some assignments, for example, 
name servers and disseminated object the executives 
frameworks, through expansion of its solicitation strategies. 
HTTP headers are for the most part intended for the 
correspondence between the server and customer. HTTP 
demand header contains data in a book record structure, 
which incorporates specifics, for example, the sort, abilities 
and rendition of the program that creates the solicitation, the 
working frameworks utilized by the customer ,the page was 
mentioned ,the different kinds of yields acknowledged by the 
program, etc. HTTP reactions Header will get the solicitation 
header; the web server will send a HTTP reaction headers 
back to customer. A HTTP reaction header remembers data 
for a book record structure from that an internet browser 
transmits back to the customer's program. The reaction header 
contains points of interest, for example, the sort, date and size 
of the document sent back by the server, just as data in regards 
to the server.HTTP is designed to communicate between user 
and web browser. It enables better services to client and 
server. In Http/1.1 system has to keep in on state because 
association could reuse the connection for establishment. 
With this users no need to re-establish the connection with 
server or website this can save lots of time to users or servers. 
While establishing the connection with server HTTP uses 
TCP handshakes with clients. http does different types of 
verification to check weather user is valid or not. HTTP 
always comes with different types of verifications to find 
correct user for data transferring between client and server. 
HTTP performs different strategies to show on ideal activities 
on connected services for better security purpose.  
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Some times documents can be executable in the server so to 
protect remaining users data or connections it will check the 
security aspects according to security tests. Blockchain 
technology is used to record transactions in the world wide 
because it works as blocks wise so if any person wants to 
change information in it then the person has to change 
information in all blocks, so it becomes impossible to attacker 
to change information in blockchain technology. Every block 
holds lot of security information regarding keys and 
exchanging of blocks and sequence of blocks and hash’s. 

every block contains previous block information when they 
are taking long time to process the chain then it will goes back 
to genius block or it creates new block to process the chain 
very fast.  

II. EXISTING WORK 

A. Simple and Lightweight HTTPS Enforcement to 
Protect Against SSL Striping Attack 

HTTPS networks are weak against for man in the middle 
attacks. The man in the middle attack technique works as 
hijacking the networks in the HTTPS or network protocols 
and changes information between client and user. They both 
doesn’t know what’s going on in between them but attacker 

can change information in between them. Web browsers uses 
java scripts to check the network certificates like SSL and 
etc., if they don’t find any certificates then it send some error 
message to user and some times it will users site while 
browsing. When server gave replay to users request then 
attacker starts to communication in between user and client 
and server because server doesn’t know about the attacker but 
it thinks as user only. The aggressor arranges the MITM 
attack and uses the SSL Sniff system to deliver a self-stamped 
statement with the verification information of server, and 
sends to the individual being referred to. For each message of 
the client sending to the web server, the attacker can without 
quite a bit of a stretch unscramble it. right when the site is 
ambushed by SSL Strip, the client can't check the show in 
correspondence. HTTPS affiliations can be undermined and a 
short time later wrecking security on web applications. In 
particular, the SSL Stripping framework can ambush HTTPS 
with no disturbing messages at both web programs and web 
servers. Verification is for distinguishing perfect individual 
for loggings. It will be in various sorts to recognizing the 
perfect individual with safety efforts. 

B. Packets tokenization methods for web layer cyber 
security 

The authors RAFAL KOZIK and MICHAL CHORAs 
Proposed multiple HTTP sequence clustering algorithm 
combined with the machine-learnt classifier. It is used to 
detect anomalous behavior of connections established 
between client and server. Present security is based on 
signature-based category of cyber-attacks detection methods 
which are IPS and IDS. If they have signature then only they 
can find the attack else they can’t find new attacks.  Generally 

these two are used to increase the security levels through 
networks. WEB APPLICATION FIREWALL also used for 
web security levels. But finally we can’t who are real once 

because present days people are using VPN’s so it’s almost 

waste of time taking process. 
 

C. Analysis of the adoption of security headers in HTTP 

Now a days attacking on website or web is getting higher and 
higher with new techniques. To provide better security to 
users , we have to approach new methods to avoid risks with 
attackers. SSL and transport layer security (TLS) completely 
guaranteed the substance of the message exchange, the 
extension of CSP – content security approach – [6] 
coordinates an arrangement language that sets content 
limitations on a web asset, and where the server transmits the 
strategy to the customer, for it to uphold the arrangement. The 
examining of the Alexa destinations is an all around 
characterized technique for understanding the changing idea 
of the solicitation, for example, in the ever-changing conduct 
of HTTP site pages. HTTP is not an Secured protocol. To 
enhance the security during data exchange process through 
HTTP using client side encryption method by performing data 
encryption process at application level on web browser side. 
A Cryptographic algorithm was introduced for securing the 
data is an Advance Encryption Standard dynamic key 128 
bits. The AES has balance between security and flexibility in 
various software and hardware. 

III. DESIGN & MYTHOLOGY 

 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Proposing blockchain technology with HTTP(Hyper Text 
Transfer Protocol) which makes more secure. In this 
technology, process will be in chain system. Process will 
works based on blocks with persons, every block contains one 
person to exchange of keys. The proposed work consists of 
three block with three people.  When three people are in 
active then only it will progress the work because people will 
share keys to each other, when one person is not in active  
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then process will be terminated. Keys will be sharing from 
first person to second person, second to third person, from 
third person data exchange will be start in blockchain. For 
better security used RSA256 bit encryption which makes 
impossible to break the chains. Encryptions will starts from 
the user itself only to prevent from then attacks.  For 
authentication of users used SHA256 Hash to provide more 
security to users. With this method users will get more 
security levels when they are doing any transactions with 
HTTP because every person can’t buy SSL certificate for 

their security purpose.  In the proposed system whenever it 
detects any suspicious then blocks with jumps from one to last 
or another block and checks for the hashes for security, if any 
mismatch occurs then it will terminate the process. 

A. Equations 

Equations for exchange of keys 
C1 = Eku1 (ks) || Eks (k1) 
C1 = Eku2 (ks) || Eks (k2) 
C3 = Eku3 (ks) || Eks (k3) 
 
K1 = Dkr1 (Eku1 (ks1)) 
K2 = Dkr2 (Eku2 (ks2)) 
K3 = Dkr3 (Eku3 (ks3)) 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
U1 = 0 
U2 = H (k1) 
U3 = H (k2) 
Where || = Concatenation 

V. RESULTS 

Login users 

 
Login Fails 

 

Transactions of amount using blockchain by exchanging keys 
from one user to another 

 
Transferring files using client side encryption 

 
Once application is started hankshaks with http then it will 
create key.key file which holds key in it. For sample eg: 
“v36rmDgL8H4nZEMoiYgwKvz9csgE_wMk5mn-nomOC7M
=” the text in the bold is key to share files between users. It 
will change for every users 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Computer security, cyber security or information 
technologies are used to provide security to networks from the 
malicious persons or attackers, to protect hardware and 
software. Proposed system gives far better security for users. 
It successfully implemented and providing good security for 
users data exchange process. Because data is exchanging in 
chain propose but at the end user data with will be as per 
userdata only. With the blockchain technology in HTTP, 
users can exchange data in very secure way without any doubt 
while sharing their personal information. It is impossible to 
break security system because data is in RSA256 bit 
encryptions and authentication is in SHA256 bit encryptions 
which makes very hard to break security of HTTP in online. 
Proposed method have been successfully implemented in 
secure way. With the proposed system every one no need to 
use of SSL certificate. small industries are not able to buy SSL 
for their website’s. with this method people no need to bother 

while share the information by using HTTP.  
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